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VO&UME ONE

1 DESCRIPTION OF THE CASH FLOW MODEL

r"

%.

i.i _ntroduction

f=
I.

" This document describes the cash flow model used in the

flnanelal analysis conducted for the background document to

, railroad yard noise standards. _t first details the purpose

of the cash flow model. Next, a derivation of the equations

' used in the model is presented. A subsequent section lists

. th_ data inputs needed to use the model. Finally, a sample

output of the model is shown with notes on how to interpret

it.

%

,r-_ 1.2 Cash Flow Model

: The methodology of the cash flow model of nhe railyard

noise standards background document is similar to that of a

;. previous study for SPA-ONAC (Baekqround Do.cument for
( Final Rail Carrier Noise Emissions:.So%rce Standards,

December 1979). Use was also made of EFA formats designed

to determine if a fi_1_ was entitled to a variance to

Section 301(c) standards under _ne Clean Water Act. Thus an

attempt was made to use a methodology consistent with

similar analysis made for SPA.
J

'. The cash flow model studies whether a firm's net assets

! are earning their opportunity COSt. The opportunity cost of

a firm's assets is usually defined as the cost of the

capital invested in them. If the firm's net asse_s are not

%
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generating enough income co cover their opportunity cost, it

has lost the economic rationale of its existence. The firm

should liquidate its assets and reinvest its capital elsewhere

at higher rates of return. _f the cash flow analysis

suggests that the fi_m's met assets are not earning their
%

opportunity costs, then obviously the firm is having serious

,!:" financial problems.
%

'' The cash flow analysis operates by subtracting the net

,, worth (NW) of each railroad from its discounted present value

, of future cash flows (DCP). The NW of the firm is the
%

original cost of its net assets less depreciation. The firm's

DCF is equal to the sum of its yearly cash flows over theI'

! apptoprlats time period, discounted by the opportunity cost

of capital. DCF, then, is the present value of the cash a

i_ firm's net assets will generate. If a firm's net assets are

earning their opportunity cost or more, the firm's DCE will

exceed its NW. The difference between DCF and NW is a

_oaltive number. If the firm's net assets are not earning

[ their o_portunlty cost, the difference will be negative.

, The difference between DCF and NW will be refered no as the

T' Net Present Value of Puture Cash Flows (NPV).

%

The cash flow model allows NPV to be computed both

before and after regulation to determine the magnitude of

the regulatory burden. (It calculates NPV for one scenario

at a time, however.) The compliance expenditures affect

'" the net present value of the firm's future cash flow through

their effect on railway met income. The compliance expendi-

•. bursa also increase the net asset value of the firm, and

i thus the opportunity cost of its assets.

i , In order to provide a common measure for comparisons of

the flnamolal nealth of firms of different sizes, the NPV of

1-2



_'_ each firm can be clvlded by its NW. The resulting ratio

.. allows firms of different sizes to be compared according to

their financial health. Changes in the ratio after regula-

tion provide a measure of the compliance burden which is

comparable across fi_ms.

The following broad categories were used to evaluate

fir_s according to their ratio of NPV/NW.

(a) Weak Firms - If the NPV/WW < 0, the firm is in
extremely weak financial condition. Noise abate-
menu expenditures will worsen (if the ratio is < 0
before regulation) or create (if the ratio is < 0
only after regulation) a tenuous financial condition.

(b) Marginal Firms - If 0 < NPV/NW < 0.i before or
after aoatement expenditures, then the firm may
suffer financial difficulties as a result of

regulation. The firm would be extremely sensitive
to any downturn in economic activity.

(c) Stronger Firms - If NPV/NW > 0.i after abatement,
the firm has a reasonably sound financial Oasis.
Regulation would no_ be expected to cause major
financial problems,

[

The cash flow analysis is set up to calculate DC_ using

! three unique data _ets for cash flow. Use of three data

sets instead of one helps to ensure that the results of the

cash flow model fairly reflect firm financial conditions.

(a) Hietorlcal Cash Flows: In this analysis, it
is assumed tha_ railroad cash flows are constant
over tlms. The average cash flow for the period
1973-1978 (in constant 1980 dollars) is calculated i
for each firm. Future cash flows over the time

horizon of the project are assumed equal to this
, hls_orlcal average.

(b) Baseline Forecast Cash Flows: In _hls data set,
firm cash flows grow over time in pro.tx_r_ion to

_ l-_



the industry baseline forecast. Because the
baseline forecast projects industry growth over
time, firm finances appear stronger in the derived
forecast than in the historical forecast.

(c) Profit-Maximizing Cash Flows: In this analysis,
• too, railroad cash flows grow over time in propor-
i tion to the baseline industry forecast. The

analysis of compliance impacts is included by
using the results of the profit-maximizlng model
to estimate changes in cash flow due to regulation•

The alternative formulations were deemed necessary as

checks against each other, given the potential inaccuracies

of cash flow projections. The baseline forecast analysis, by

incorporating expected growth for the industry, is a viable

approach. The profit-maximization approach incorporates

both expected growth for the industry and prlce/output

changes due to regulation. However, the historical analysis

works as a check to insure that the growth forecasts do not

obscure the weakness of current industry finances by assuming

consisera_le growth over the long time period considered.

1.3 operation of the _odel

The ¢ash flow model operates quite simply. It reads in

_ata from a number of files. I various calculations are

performed on the data and the results are printed. The

discrete steps the model performs are shown in Figure i-i.

AS this flowchart shows, the cash model merely manipulates
}

• data end does not interpret any results.

The main result of the model, the ratio of DCF to NW

for esoh firm, is determined through s series of equations

which may be summarised in the following expression:

iThese data requirements are described in the next
section.

:7-
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NPV/NW - (DCF - PVINV ÷ PVDEP - PVOM - NW)/NW

where,

- NPV iS the net present value of future cash
flows

- DCF is the present value of future cash flows

- PVINV is the present value of investment in noise
abatement equipment

- £VDEP is the present value of tax advantages accruing
Decausa of depreciation on the equipment

- PVOM is the present value of operating and maintenance
expenses

- NW is the net worth of the firm.

NPV is the net present value of future cash flows,

calculated as the difference between the present value of

the firm's future cash flows end the sum of the present

,_ value of the fi_m's net expenditures on abatement equipment
_ a_d maintenance costs (after taxes) and the firm's net worth.

DCF is the present value of the firm's cash flows ever

the time horizon of the project. Cash flow is defined as

follows:

In the historical cash flow approach, the firm's cash

flow was assumed constant over time. Cash flow was based on

1973 to 1978 average cash flow (corrected to 1980 dollars)

where cash flow was defined as follows:

CF " NZ + D_FT ÷ EQ

wh@Ee;

• CF is cash flow

• NZ is net Insome

i_'I i

• !
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/"

J

L Figure 1-1. Flowchart of ¢lsh flow model.
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• DEP_ is ueferred taxes

• E_ is equity in earnings of affiliates.

Depreciatlon was not added back into historical cash

flow because it was assumed depreciation would be used to

replace existing capital. The historical cash flow approach

is the same as the one used in earlier background documents.

'_ Forecasted Cash Flow

Because the baseline and derived forecasts provide only

net income forecasts and not forecasts for the other accounts
p

! i_ cash flow, some method is needed to convert net income to
i

cash flows. FOr the two forecasted data sets, baseline and

r cerlved forecast, net income is converted to cash flows as

follows:

: AVGCF73_78

C_ - NI ' AVd_I73.78

where:

a CP is cash flow

• N_ is firm ne_ income from the forecas_

• AVGCF73-TS is average cash flow over the 1973 _o
1978 period

s AVGNI73-7_ is average ne_ income over the 1973 to
I_78 period.

CS (cash flow) is derived by multiplying NI (net

income) oy the average ratio of cash flow to ne_ income over !

the historical perioo. Since the components of cash flow

1-7



other than NI are not available, multiplying NI by the ratio

of CF to NI was chosen as an appropriate method of converting

NZ to CF.

Present value of the firm's future cash flows was

=eterlnlned according to the formula

t •

LIFE-I_ (CFt)(I÷INFLATION)t

(1+DISCOUNT) _
i t-0

%

where:

- DCF is the present value of future cash flows

l - LIFE is the time horizon of the project
%.

- INFLATION is the assumed rate of inflation.

_'h - DISCOUNT iS the opportunity cost of capital'to the
: railroad.

- CFt is the cash flow in period t. In the historical
, case, CFt was equal to the 1973-1978 average cash
1 flow expressed in 1980 dollars. In the baseline
_'' foremast, CFt is equal to the fir_ projected cash

flow for that year. In the post-regulatory derived
forecast, CFt is the post-compliance cash flow for
that year derived from the projections of net income
yleloed by the profit-maximization model ano the
baseline forecast. Under the scenario of no regula-
tion, the baseline forecast cash flow will equal cash
flows calculated using the profit-maximization
derived forecast.

PVXNV is the present value of investment on abatement

equlpmsnt, deflned as:

i COaTiII,INFLaTIO I t (I_ T=I
PWNV- II*OSCOU TIt

==0 j=l
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where: .

- COSTj is the cost of abatement item J.

- ITC is the federal investment tax credit, assumed to
,,. be taken in the year the investment is made.

,. PVDEP is the present value of depreciation, assumed to

be s_ralghb-ilne. Because depreciation is not a cash

outflow, but is tax deductible, it adds to the cash flow of

the firm. Thus, the tax savings accruing because of depreci-

atlon on abatement equipment were added back to the present

value of the firm's cash flow according to the formula:

LIFE-1 i

_ C_ (TAX)PVOEF - Tj (1÷DISCOUNT) t
t=TIME J=l

where:

- PVDEP is the present value of depreciation expenses.

- Tj is the service llfe of item J.

- Cj is the cost of each of i items of abatement
equipment. Cj is assumed to be the 1980 cost of
each item from 1980 until the year the item is
scheduled to wear out. Service lives vary between

, i0 years for local sound barriers for idling loco-
motives to an infinite period for land purchases.

' After the service llfe is over, Cj is multiplied
by one plus the inflation rate raised to the power
of the service life. At the end of the replacement i

', item's eervise life, the cost of the replacement
item is inflated as above to obtain the newest item's i
cost. This process is repea_ed as often as nec-

, essary. For example, assuming a 25-year time
horizon, an item with a 10-year service llfe must be
purchased bhree times -- at the beginning of the

; p_ojeet, in the llth year of the project and in the
' 21st year of the project. If the project begins in

1980, the item's cost will be in 1980 dollars for
1980-1989, 1990 dollars for 1990-1999, and 2000

. dollars for 2000-2004.

1-9



_k This inflation of each item's cost at the end of .

its service life reflects the fact that deprecia-
tion is calculated as a proportion of purchase
cost, not replacement cost.

- TIME is the difference between the implementation
" year and 1950.

• . PVOM is the present value of operating and maintenance

expenses of the abatement equipment. These expenses are

tsx-deductiDle and _he firm must bear only a portion ofv-

_ them. PVOM was derived as follows:

J LIFE-1

9VOM - _'_ O&M (1÷INFLATION) t 1-TAX

II t=O (I+DISCOUNT)t

/

; where:
L

._ - PVOM is the present value of operating and maintenance
expenses

- OSM t are operating end maintenance expenses in the
period =.I

{

: NW is the net worth of the firm, also known as the

. etookholders' equity or net investment. The nee worth used

was a straight-llne extrapolation of 1973-1975 growth in net

worth to 1950, made according to the formula:

, [

_, NWI990 • [(NW1975 - NW1973)/5] x 2 + NW1978

'[ where:
%.. i

- NWI950 is 1950 net woc_h,

_' - NW1978 is 1975 net worth.

- NW1973 is 1973 net wocth.

- (NW1975 - NW1973)/5 represents =he average growth
in net worth over the 1973-1978 period.

i-i0



The mcoel also calculates initial investment costs for

earn firm by multiplying the compliance ccst per yard type

[ cy the number of each yard type owned by each firm. The

formula is @s follows:
r

Investment mya r Cost * Number;- Firm i Yard Yard

where:

InvestmentFirm is the initial investment by
fi_s

- CoStYard is the initial investment cost by yard
type: hump, fiat classification, flat industrial,
and small Inoustrial.

l - _umberyaro is the number of each yard type owned
by the cailroao.

i._ %ata Inputs

The opera_ion of the cash flow model is dependent on a

number of data files. These data files contain all _he key

parameters and inputs of The model. Because these parameters

are easily accessed through the data files, the model is

easily updated and changed. The da_a requirements of the

model are:

'(a) Gross Natlcnal _roduc_ Deflators for 1973 to 1980.
These deflators allow cor=eotlon of nominal
historical dollar amounts to 1980 dollar amounts.

: (b) Historical flnanoial data for each firm. A base
i historical period of 1973 to 1978 was chosen.

From this period, historical cash flows and firm
! net worth are _erived. The historical financial

data must include firm net income, deferred taxes,
' equity in earnings of affiliates and net worth for

i_ soon year from 1973 _o 1978.

1-11



_ (C) Yarc inventory. The number of each type Of yard
owned by each firm.

_ (d) Yara investment costs. The present value oE
depreciation over the life of the project, by type
of yard, the present value of investment costs by

" yard type and the initial investment cost by yard
type are needed.

.-" (e) Net income forecasts. Forecasts for net income
are needed, by firm, under the baseline forecast
and the pro_it-maxlmlzation derived forecast. A

_. forecast is needed for at least two years, 1980
, and the terminal year of the project time horizon
.. (2000 Or 2010, for example). The model automati-

cally calculates net income forecasts for inter-

j venlng years by linear interpolation.

(f) Miscellaneous parameters. The model also requires
, certain parameters. These are: the investment

tax credit, corporate tax rate, project implemen-
tation year, the discount rate, the inflation rate
and the number of firms in the data set.

i

,_'_ 1.5 Model Outputs

t

The cash flow model produces six distinct sets of

=esults. These results are very easily interpreted.

The _irst set of results, marked "A" on the attached

, copy of the model output, simply reproduces the parameters

used in the model. Each parameter appears below or next to

its title. For example, .08 appears next =o "Inflation

_. _ats" indicating 8 percent inflation is assumed within the

! model. 40 appears below "Number of Firms" to indicate there

[_ j are 40 firms in the sample set. Other parameters are the

corporate tax rates, the investment tax credit, discount

_ rate, time horizon end implementation year.

i
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The next set of results, marked "B", in the attached

copies of the output, ere intermediate results of the

analysis. These intermediate results include present

discounted values of the post-regulatory investment cost,

operating and maintenance expenses the tax savings because

of depreciation and cash flows under each of the three data

sets described above To save programming time each firm

was assigned a number. This number is printed instead of

the firn%'s name. This number appears in the first column of

output in each set of flrm-speciflc results.

The correspondence of each firm to its number is shown

in the list below:

i. Atchison, Topeka and Santa ES
2. Saltlmore ano Ohio
3. _essemeE and Lake Erie
_. Boston an_ Maine

5. burlington Northern
,"_ o. Chesapeake and Onlo

7. Chicago anQ North hestern
_. Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
_. Chicago, Rook Island, and Pacific

: i0. Clinohfieldi
ii. Colorado and Southern
12, Conrail
13. Delaware and Hudson
14. Denver and Rio Grands Western
15. Detroit, Toledo, and Zronton
16. Duluth, Misabe, and Iron Range
17. Elgin, Joliet, and Eastern
18. Florida East Coast
19, Fort Worth and Denver

: 20. Grand Trunk Western
21. _llinois Central Gulf

22. Kansas City Southern
'_ 23. Long _sland Railroad
[ 24. Louisville and Nashville

25. Missouri Pacific
2b. Missouri-Kansas-Texas i
27° NOrfolk and western

2_. Pittsburgh end Lake Erie
2_. St. Louis - San Francisco

L q
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30. St. Louis - Southwestern
31. Seaboard Coast Line
3M. Soo Line

:' 33. Southern Pacific
34. Dnion Pacific
35. Western Maryland

• 36. Western Pacific
37. Alabama Great Southern

3_. Central of Georgia
;.- 39. Cincinnati, New Orleans, Texas Pacific
J 40. Southern Railway

:" For example, firm 1 is the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe. The present value of its investment costs are $41.074

million.

/ The next set of resulss, marked "C", iS a _irm-specific

list of the net worth bass used by the model. This net

worth is a straight-llne extrapolation of 1973 to 1978

[ trsnos in firm _e_ worth to 1980. This e_trapolation of net
worth was maoe to allow for a realistic 1980 net worth to

_'_ usa in the moosl. Actual i_ nat worth data was not

available.

I

i The next set of results, marked "D", is quite large.

It is a firm specific compilation of the net present value

of future cash flows (DCF) before and after regulation. Zt

also shows the change in DCF due to regulation. DCF is

shown under all three assump_lons about the basis for cash

flows (historical, baseline forecast, and "profit-maximi=ation"

foEecaat).

_ The section of results marked "E" shows the most
important results Of the cash flow model. These are firm-

specific ra_ios of DCF _o NW under the three assumptions

about cash flows. These ratios are _or firms after compli-

ance. Pre-compliance ratios can be obtained by running the

.... 1-14
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model with zero compliance costs. Firms with an as_erisk in

thei_ ratio columns had zero or negative net worth. As a

Easult, the ra_io of DCF _o NW for these _irma is meaningless.

The final set of results, marked "F", present firm-

spQmlfic initial compliance costa. A total for all firms is

shown at the bottom of the column.

The results attached are illustrative only.

1-15
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.. 1.6 Example of Use of the Cash Flow Model

1.6.1 In_roductlon
b

During the economic impact analysis of the proposed

i railyard noise standards, the cash flow model was used as a

too1 to identify weak firms and to assess the size of

impacts. This section briefly describes the resul_s gained

through use of the cash flow model. The complete economic

impact analysis can be found in the Background Document to

Railyard Noise Standards. Eight regulatory scenarios of

possible levels of Wield Emission Standards (WEB) and Source

Emission Standards (SES) were analyzed. They were:

i. Scenario X WES • 75, SES • 65)

2. Scenario XI WBS • 70, SES = 65)

3. Scenario Ill FES • 70, SES • 60)

4. Scenario IV FES • 65, SES = 65)

5. Scenario V WES = 65, SES • 60)

6. Scenario v_ WES • 60, SES • 65)

7. Scenario V_r (FES • 60, SES = 60)

8. Scenario V_II (FES - 55, SES - 60)

These eight regulatory scenarios were also compared to the

scenario of no regulation. In general, the cost of _he

regulation increased as the stringency of the regu!a=ions

increased from one through eight. This is illustrated in

Table 1-2, which shows the initial investment each firm

1-29



/-_ would need to make to comply with regulation. For example,

costs for the Norfolk and Western increase from $6.28

million to $288.52 million as regulatory stringency increases

from Scenario I to Scenario VIII. Table 1-2 was generated

by running the cash flow model eight times (one for each

scenario) and using the results from the "Initial Invest-

ment" output of the model.

1.6.2 Interpretation of Model Outputs

AS was described in Section 1.2 above, the model's

essential function is to calculate the ratio of Net Present

Value of Future Cash Flows (NPV) to Net Worth (NW). The

following broad categories were used to evaluate firms

according to their ratio of NPV to NW.

(a) Weak Firms - If the NPV/NW < O, the firm is in

._ _weak financial condition. Noise abate-
men_ expenditures will worsen (if the ratio is < 0

i before regulation) or create (if the ratio is < 0
I only after regulation) a tenuous financial condition.

(b) MaEalnal Pirms - If 0 < NPV/NW < 0.I before or
after aDatement expenditures, then the firm may
suffer financial difficulties as a result of
regulation. The firm would be extremely sensitive
to any downturn in economic activity.

(c) S_rcn@er Firms - If NpV/NW > 0.1 after abatement,
the firm has a reasonably sound financial basis.
Regulation would not he expected to cause major
financial problems.

The interpretation of results focused on:

I. the evaluation category which each firm fell
into; and

2. changes in the net present value ratio due to
requlatlon.

'D
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NO attempt was made to rank firms within an evaluation

category by their relative strengths or weaknesses although

.... in most cases this would be possible. For example, the

relative financial positions of strong firms were not

!. compared using the ratio. The net present value ratio was
; intended to first, separate out the most vulnerable firms,

and second, to allow a measure of noise abatement impacts by

i firm.

1.6.2 Cash Flow Assumptions

The results of the cash flow modeling was presented

in two parts, reflecting alternative formulation of railroad

cash flows. The two alternative formulations of the cash

flow are as follows;

Historical Analysis: Zm this analysis, it was
assumed tha_ railroad cash flows would be
constant cyst time. The average cash flow for
the period 1973-1978 (in constant 1980 dollars)
was calculated for each firm. Future cash
flows over the time horizon of the project
were assumed equal to this historical
average.

Derived-Forecast Analysis: In this analysis,
railroad cask flows grow over time in proportion
to the baseline industry forecast. The analysis
of compliance impacts is included by using the
results of the profit-maximlsing model to estimate
changes in cash flow due to regulation. The profit
meximizimg model is described in the Background
Document. Because the baseline forecast projects

• industry growth over time, some firm finances
appear stronger in the derived forecast analysis
than in ths hiatorloal analysis. Other firms
become weaker because their Inoreaslng costs
outweighed increased revenues.
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1.6.4 Historical Cash Flow Analysis

An analysis was first carried out in which each firm's

cash flow was assumed to remain at its 1973 to 1978 (in 1980

dollars) average. The cash flow stream was assumed to begin

in 1980 and to end in 2QIO. Noise abatement investments

were made in 1984.

This historical cash flow model presents conservative

estimatesof each firm's future cash flow streams. It

assumes no growth in earnings during the time horizon of the

analysis. At the same time, it presents the effects of

regulation without the obfuscation due to the forecasting

efforts. In that sense, it is a less complex approach to

modeling of financial impacts.

The historical cash flow analysis indicated that under

/ the first 8even scenarios, no major weakening of firm

finances will occur. Under Scenario VIII, the present value

of noise oontrol investment is more than i0 percent of the

net worth of all the firms studied, and so will slgnlflcantly

weaken these firms.

A substantial number of firms fell into the weak

category under all scenarios. (For weak firms, the NPV/NW

is negative.) However, no firms chan@ed categories due to

regulation, e.g., none fell from the stronger to the

marginal or weak categories. The weak firms included the

Boston and Maine, Burlington Northern, Chicago and North

Western, Colorado and Southern, Cllnchfield, Conrail,

Detroit Toledo and Ironton, Delaware and Hudson, Port Worth

and Denver, Grand Trunk Western, Illinois Central Gulf, Long

Island, Missouri-Kansas-Texas, and Cincinnati, New Orleans

and Texas Paeiflo railroads. These firms may be considered
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financially vulnerable. Regulation will worsen their

already poor financial condition.

These weakening effects, as measured by the ratio, are

small for Scenarios I (75,65) through V (65,65). Under

these scenarios, rsgulatlon results in small changes in the

NPV/NW ratio. Scenarios vl (60,65) and VlI (60,60) result

in declines in the NPV/NW ratio of about 0.05 for the weak

firms with positive net worth. This means that that regula-

tion would reduce firm discounted cash flow by an amount

equal to 5 percent of the net worth of the weak firms.

Under Scenario V_!I (55,60), the ratio declines by about

0.2 for the larger weak finns (Burlington Northern, Illinois

C_ntral Gulf, Detroit, Toledo and Ironton) which means that

investment costs would reduce discounted cash flow by

20 percent of the firms' net worth.

The remainder of the Class I firms has post-compllance

i in excess of 0.25 (the ratio for the Bessemer and
ratios

Lake Zrie) and so may be considered relatively strong

1 financially. Regulation will not imperil these enterprises.

' The Scenario V_ZI (55,60) regulatory level, however, causes

significant changes in the ratio of N_V/NW. For most firms,

the ratio declines by 0.i to 0.2, which means that after

regulation, firm DCF would fall by i0 to 20 percent of the

value of the _Irms' net assets. For Scenarios Z-VII, the

post-regulatory decline in the ratio of NPV to NW is 0-0.09,

depending on the scenario chosen and the firm. The complete

rseulta of the hlstomical cash flow analysis are shown in

Table 1-3.
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1.8.5 Derived Forecast Cash Flow Analysis

A cash flow analysis was also performed in which the

basis for firm cash flows were the pre- and post-compliance

net income projections of the "profit-maximizing" forecast

model discussed in Section 7.7.2 of the Background Document

to Railyard Noise Regulation (EPA, 1981). This model was

based upon financial statistics for a single year (1978) and
f

assumed output growth of approximately 2 6 percent a year
J

over the time horizon of the study. As a result, its

conclusions were different from those of the historical

analysis which was based on 1973 to 1978 average results.

Firms which had poorer financial results in 1978 than in the

preoeedlng years sometimes farm _o=se under the derived

forecast analysis than in the historical analysis, because

the derived forecast used only 1978 as a base, not six years

(1973 to 1978) as did the historical analysis. Many firms

/_ had ratios under the derived forecast than understronger

the historical analysis, however, because projected increases

in traffic often caused cash flow to increase over time.

Overall, twenty firms were classified as strong by the

derived forecast cash flow analysis. Seventeen fell into

the weak category. This compares with the classification of

twenty-three firms as st=ong and fourteen as weak by the

historical cash flow analysis. Four railroads, the Chesapeake
I

and Ohlo, the Louisville and Nashville, the Seaboard Coast

Line and the Southern Railway were described as weak under

the derived forecast analysis but were classified as strong

by the historical analysis. The Fort Worth end Denver rose

from the weak category in the historical" analysis, to the

sbrong category in the derived forecast analysis.

NO firm changed category as a =ssult of regulation
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Table 1-4 shows the ratios of Net Present Value of

Future Cash Flows to Net Worth under the baseline derived

! forecast and aftQr regulation for all eight scenarios.

i 1.6.6 Summary of Cash Flow Analysis

Twelve firms are classified as weak under both the

historical and derived-forecast cash flow analyses. Four

additional firms were classified as weak under the derived

forecast analysis. One firm was classified as strong by the

derived forecast but week by the historical analysis. The

remaining 19 firms were categorized as stronger firms under

both modeling approaches. Amurak was not classified because

it does not file R-I forms and so financial data was not avail-

able on the same basis. The Western Pacific was not classified

because of uncertainty regarding its reorganization.

The cash flow ratio analysis indicates little tendenc 2

fob firms to be strongly impacted by the first five scena-

rios. Soenarios VI, VII, and VIII will weaken firm finances

to soma degree. The classification of firms into weak and

stronger groups is due to the effect Of past financial

trends and chosen modeling technique is not a result of

_otsntial regulation. Compliance investments did not cause

any railroad firm to be shifted to e lower category (e.g.,

from strong to weak). The failure of any railroad firm does

not appear likely due solely to the impact Of the first

seven noise regulation scenarios.

©
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i° Replace Section 1.1. on page i-i with the following
paragraphs.

, This document presents a general description of the cash

flow model used as a tool during the economic impact analysis

of proposed rail=cad yard noise standards. These standards

were under development by the Environmental Protection Agency,

Office of Nolce Abatement and Control. The EPA was directed

to promulgate these regulations by Public Law 92-574, the Noise

Control Act. The model was used to assess, on a railroad by

railroad basis, the probable financial impacts of yard noise

resulatlon on the Class _ American railroads. Eight possible

levels of resulation were assessed by the model. St demon-

,_ strafed that some of the more stringent regulations would
have very serious economic impacts on both individual

i railroads and on the industry as a whole.

The model compares the financial strength of s railroad

to its regulatory costs. One regulatory scenario is analyzed

at s tlms. The primary measure of financial strength is the

net _resent value of the firm's stockholder's equity. Net

present value (NPV) is sssentlally a comparison of the rate

of return on the firm's stockholder's equity to the market

rate of return on capital. When NPV is positive, the firm's

stockholder's equity is earning more than it could in an

alternative _se. When NPV is neqatlve, the fi_m could earn

a grQater return on stockholder's egulty by liquidating its
[ .

assets amd reinvestln_ the proceeds elsewhere. The Cash

_iow model calculates NPV before and after regulation. _f

N_V is reduced ei_nlflcantly by regulation, and especially

if it is made negative by regulation, then the impact on the

"_ firm is lar_e. Converselv,. a very small post-regula£ory
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change in NPV indicates that regulatory impacts are slight.

A more complete discussion of NPV is presented in Section

1,2 below.

This document also includes a derivation of the

equations used in the model, a list of the data inputs, a

sample output of the model and an example of its use in the

Eailya=d noise regulation economic impact analysis.

2. Change the second sentence of the second paragcsph on
page 1-2 from:

"The NW of the firm is the original cost of its net assets

less depreciation."

to:

/_' "The NW of the firm is the stockholder's equity of the firm,

I the book value of its assets less debt."

3. Add this section after the third sentence of the second

paragraph on page 1-2:

Cash flow is defined as the sum of a firm's net income,

its deferred taxes and its equity in the earnings of affili-

ates. Zt is a m_asu:a of the cash the firm has available

for new investments such as regulatory costs or for disbur-

sal to stockholders. Because cash flow includes sources of

cash (i.e., deferred taxes and equity in earnings of affili-

ates) not Inolude_ in net income, it is a more accurate

measure of the firm's cash income than simple net income.
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-- 4. Replace the first paragraph of Section 1.3 on page
1-4 with the following:

The cash flow mc4el operates simply. Figure i-i is a

schematic representation of its structure. First, data is

read in from a number of files. The contents of the data

files depend on the regulatory scenarios which the user is

analyzing. Next, the model calculates the present value of

the firm's future cash flows (DCF) and the present value of

costs associated with regulation°

The firm's net _rth (NW), defined as its stockholder's

equity is then subtracted from DCF. This yields NPV. NPV

after regulation is divlded by NW to yield the ratio of NPV

to NW. This _atlo is used to assess the financial strength

of the various firms, as was explained above.

i

I'_'_ S. Insert the following paragraph directly below the
second dot point and above the first paragraph on
page I-7.

The formula above was used because it includes all the

cash income of a firm (except depreciation) and is therefore

an accurst% measure of the funds available for diabursel tO

stockholders. Depreciation is not included because it is

assumed that the cash flow from depreciation would be used

to Esplaee capital equipment. Net Income (NI) is cash

income after all taxes and expenses. Defer_ed taxes (DEFT)

are taxes accrued but not ye_ paid. They are cash available

tO the firm bu_ not Inoluded in net income. Equity in

earnings of affiliates (EQ) is the firm's share in the net

income of its affiliates.

©
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6. Replace the PV!NV equation at the bottom of page 1-8
with the following:

LIFE i

5-' COSTt,J +INFLAT!ON tPVZNV M

t
t-0 J"l (i + DISCOUNT)

7. Insert this section and Table i-i directly above the
last paragraph on page 1-12.

Table i-i summarizes the Outputs of the cash flow

model. The first set of outputs are the model parameters,

which include several constants used throughout the program

but which are ohangable by the programmer. Next are

intermediate results of the program. These provide valuable

information about the size of the fim_'s regulatory cost@

, " and the total present value of the firm's cash flows. The

T third set of outputs is the net worth (NW) of each firm.

I The fourth set is fi=m discounted cash flow (DCF) before and

i after regulation. Next is presented the ratis of the net

[ present value of future cash flow to net worth assuming

: historical, baseline forecast and revised baseline forecast

cash flow. Finally, the present (1980) value of firm

specific initial (first year) compliance costs in millions

of dollars are presented.

8. Replace Figure I-I on page i-8 with the attached figure.

Q
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TABLE i-i

POSSIBLE OUTPUTS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

O LTTPUT SIGNIF ICANCE

Model Key constants used during computations.
Parameters Includes number of firms, dlscount

rate, inflation rate, time horizon of
project, number of years after 1980
compliance becomes mandatory, and
corporate tax rate.

Intermediate Present Value of Regulatory Capital
Results Investments, Present Value of

Regulatory-Related Operating and
Maintenance Costs, Present Value of
Tax Reductions because of S_ralght-Line
Depreciation of Regulatory Investments,
P_esent Value of Historical Cash Flows,
Present Value of Cash Flows based on
Easellne Net Income Forecast, Present
Value of Cash Flows based on Revised
Baseline Forecast of Net Income.

1978 Nat WOrth Nat _rth of each firm used in NPVFCF

.Extrapolated to to NW ratio. Consists of projection
1980 of 1980 net worth based on 1973-1978

_'_ net worth.

Net Present Value For each firm, the Net Present Value
of Future Cash of Future Cash Flows (DCF minus NW)
Flow Analysis before and after regulation. Three

mash flow bases are included: histori-
cal, baseline forecast, and revised
(post-regulatory) baseline forecast.

Ratio of NPVFCP The ratio of the Net Present Value of
to Net Worth Future Cash Flows (NPV?CS) to Net

Worth for each firm. Ratios are
calculated based on historical,
baseline forecast, and revised Dase!ine
forecast assumptions about cash flows.
These ratios are for the firm's
financial condltlon after regulation.
Rows with an asterisk mean the firm

had negative or zero net wormh.

Initial Cost A firm by firm compilation of the
initial costs associated with
regulation,
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_l_lato Pr_lnt Value
of Firm C,_hFlows for
E_ DIt= ._t

I
_.orrlputo _rl_lri_ VilUQ

of o_mDIiin¢l o_stl

I
C,om from C;sn Fla_
to _:mputl) D;scou_ocl
Vlluo of Futuro ¢;sh
F_ows(OCF)

SuDtra_ Net Worth (NW)
F_'omDCF co YT_Id I
Not Pros_ntValu_ of

Fu_rl ¢,u_ Flows (NPV)

t
Olvldo NPV I_VFTrm
Not Worm (NW} to
Yield RItio of OC:F
to NW

__/ Figure 1-1. Flow ¢ha_ of ¢a=h flow model,
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